Have you got everyone on the same page?

Leaders build clear purpose, focus and achieve results through great communication.

**Symptoms**
- Staff complaining about poor communication
- Lack of clarity for team members in relation to key business priorities
- Unable to influence the behaviour of team members and peers
- Confusion over what is expected by managers
- Key stakeholders feeling disconnected and poorly informed
- Low productivity
- Poor morale
- Lack of common vision and mission for team members

**The Cure**
- Translate, for team members, key strategic themes for the organisation
- Identify and source relevant supporting information and data
- Create meaningful messages through stories and analogies
- Clarify and confirm key understandings and outcomes of the communication
- Anticipate audience reaction and prepare strategies to manage the reactions
- Read and respond to audience cues during presentations

**The Solution**
A carefully created program from Flexible Business Learning is the solution

enrol today
www.fblearning.edu.au

One Day Program
• Leading Communication Level 2
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